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Hello every one.

It is the year Twenty Seventeen folks!!  2016 had its storms, bumpy roads, unplanned

curves, ups and downs. There were times we might have felt at the top of our game and

times when we thought we couldn't go on but we kept forging on and now we have a

whole new year ahead of us so what's it going to be? Have you mapped out your plans?

Those goals you plan to achieve despite any odds that may come your way? Well join

us this year on Loretta Reveals as we journey through our "borderless motivational"

space to give you in-depth glimpses into the world of people who have made it over

mountains you could not even fathom or out of pits you could never imagine. 

Their stories would definitely inspire you and hopefully encourage you. Hope you are as

excited as we are as Twenty Seventeen opens its doors... Now as Loretta Reveal

officially welcomes you to the start of 2017. It is a time to reflect on how much we

achieved in the past year and also what we couldn't achieve. It is also a time to roll out

plans on the best way to achieve even more in this New Year.

We will leave you with some part of this song by The Script and Will-i-am, Hall of Fame;
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Yeah, you could be the greatest
You can be the best
You can be the King Kong banging on your chest

You could beat the world
You could beat the war
You could talk to God, go banging on his door

You can throw your hands up
You can beat the clock
You can move a mountain
You can break rocks
You can be a master
Don't wait for luck
Dedicate yourself and you gon' find yourself

Dedication is very important in achieving set goals, if you have your mind set towards

achieving and you believe in yourself, it becomes very do-able. We add the special

ingredient of stories from those who have been there and done it all which becomes an

extra boost in achieving set goals. This is the main goal of Loretta reveals

www.lorettareveals.org the place to be for true tales from those kind enough to bare it all,

their journey, their pains, struggles and success. It is the space for inspirational nuggets.

We had amazing stories in 2016, from all walks of life, from educationists, to

inspirational speakers, priests, doctors, environmentalists, entrepreneurs and engineers.

But believe it or not 2017 is going to be packed with so much more fun, so stay tucked in

with us as we roll out 2017 the motivational Loretta Reveals way.
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Download eBook Now=> The 10 Big Achievement Principles (BAPs)
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